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ABSTRACT
Objective: To determine the prevalence of primary hyperhidrosis in the city of Botucatu,
Brazil, and to evaluate how this disorder affects the quality of life in those suffering from it.
Methods: A population survey was conducted in order to identify cases of hyperhidrosis
among residents in the urban area of the city, selected by systematic cluster sampling.
In accordance with the census maps of the city, the sample size should be at least 4,033
participants. Ten interviewers applied a questionnaire that evaluated the presence of
excessive sweating and invited the subjects who reported hyperhidrosis to be evaluated
by a physician in order to conﬁrm the diagnosis. Results: A total of 4,133 residents, in
1,351 households, were surveyed. Excessive sweating was reported by 85 residents
(prevalence = 2.07%), of whom 51 (60%) were female. Of those 85 respondents, 51
(60%) agreed to undergo medical evaluation to conﬁrm the diagnosis and only 23 (45%)
were diagnosed with primary hyperhidrosis (prevalence = 0.93%). Of the 23 subjects
diagnosed with primary hyperhidrosis, 11 (48%) reported poor or very poor quality of life.
Conclusions: Although the prevalence of self-reported excessive sweating was greater
than 2%, the actual prevalence of primary hyperhidrosis in our sample was 0.93% and
nearly 50% of the respondents with primary hyperhidrosis reported impaired quality of
life.
Keywords: Hyperhidrosis/epidemiology; Hyperhidrosis/diagnosis; Quality of life.

INTRODUCTION
Hyperhidrosis is a disorder characterized by excessive
sweating beyond the level physiologically required
for thermoregulation.(1,2) Its etiology can be primary
(idiopathic)—recent studies having tried to demonstrate a
putative genetic link(3,4)—or secondary to other diseases,
such as infections, neurological disorders, metabolic
disorders, neoplasms, spinal cord injuries, anxiety, and
stress.(5,6) For those suffering from it, hyperhidrosis
causes profound embarrassment—at the social,
psychological, professional, and emotional level. The
degree of impairment of quality of life (QoL) in patients
with hyperhidrosis is comparable to that seen in patients
with chronic diseases, such as severe psoriasis, kidney
failure, and advanced-stage rheumatoid arthritis. (7) It
is still undetermined whether or not the incidence of
hyperhidrosis is actually higher in females; the fact that
women more often seek treatment for hyperhidrosis
in clinical practice gives a false impression that it is
predominant in females.(8,9) The areas commonly affected
by primary hyperhidrosis (PH) are the scalp, face, hands,
armpits, and feet. Making the distinction between PH and
secondary hyperhidrosis (SH) is crucial to deﬁning the
most appropriate treatment. Video-assisted thoracoscopic

sympathectomy is the standard treatment for PH of
the hands and armpits,(10,11) with a clearly high level of
satisfaction and a low rate of complications, especially
for low nerve blocks.(12,13)
There are few data on the worldwide prevalence of
hyperhidrosis, reported values ranging from 0.072%
to 9%.(7,14-24) The studies performed to date have used
diverse methods, evaluating populations in restricted
age groups and with distinct characteristics.
The aim of this study was to establish the prevalence
of PH and to determine how it affects the QoL of patients
with the condition.
METHODS

Ethics
This study was initiated after approval by the Research
Ethics Committee of the College of Medicine of Botucatu
– State University of São Paulo (Reference no. 2831/08).

Study population
The study involved the residents of households in the
urban area of the city of Botucatu, Brazil. We selected
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households by systematic cluster sampling, using
census maps created by the Brazilian Institute of
Geography and Statistics for population counts and
household registration.(25)

Sample size calculation
The sample size for the city of Botucatu was
calculated considering the prevalence of hyperhidrosis
in the United States (2.8%).(15) Considering that the
population over 5 years of age in Botucatu consisted
of 113,055 residents, and using an accuracy of 0.5%,
we calculated a sample size of 4,033 residents.(25)
According to data from the Brazilian Institute of
Geography and Statistics, each household in Botucatu
has approximately three residents; therefore, at least
1,344 households should be surveyed.

Pilot study
The pilot study involved a total of 30 households in
two districts (Vitoriana and Rubião Junior). Field work
personnel applied a questionnaire developed by the
researchers in order to test it and to determine the
best way to approach subjects.
After the end of the pilot study, the interviewers who
had been selected for ﬁeld work underwent theoretical
and practical training.

Inclusion criteria
The study included all subjects that agreed to
participate and gave written informed consent. The
selected resident interviewee was questioned about
whether other residents in the household over 5
years of age showed excessive sweating. If so, those
residents were also included in the study.

Interview
Ten previously trained interviewers applied a
questionnaire that evaluated age, sex, excessive
sweating (of the scalp, face, palms, armpits, soles of
the feet, other regions, or two or more regions), age
at symptom onset, psychosocial effect, predisposing
factors, and similar cases within the family. A
questionnaire speciﬁc for hyperhidrosis was applied to
the subjects who reported excessive sweating.(26) The
questionnaire consisted of 20 questions evaluating ﬁve
domains: functional, social, personal, emotional, and
special conditions. On each question, subjects were
allowed to give only one response (scored from one to
ﬁve), categorizing QoL as excellent (1), very good (2),
good (3), poor (4), or very poor (5) for each situation.
Therefore, the overall score could range from 20 (the
best possible score, with a score of 1 on each of the
20 questions) to 100 (the worst possible score, with
a score of 5 on each of the 20 questions).(26)

Medical evaluation
Subjects identiﬁed as having hyperhidrosis were
selected to receive a home visit by a thoracic surgeon.
For those who preferred, a physician consultation was
scheduled at the Botucatu School of Medicine Hospital

das Clínicas. Subjects were considered to have refused
the medical evaluation if three unsuccessful attempts
were made.
During the medical evaluation, the diagnosis was
conﬁrmed and the hyperhidrosis was classiﬁed (as PH
or SH). The disorder and its treatment options were
explained and, if interested, the patient was invited
to schedule a consultation at the thoracic surgery
outpatient clinic of the Hospital das Clínicas.
All data collected were stored in a speciﬁc database
(Epi Info, version 6.04) for later descriptive statistical
analysis.
We used Cronbach’s alpha to test the reliability
of the QoL questionnaire and varimax rotation to
evaluate the importance of each domain in the ﬁnal
QoL questionnaire score. Principal component analysis
for eigenvalues equal to or higher than 0.5 was used
in order to extract the factors.
RESULTS
The interviewers visited 1,351 households comprising
a total of 4,113 residents, of whom 2,150 (52.3%)
were females and 1,963 (47.7%) were males. Ages
ranged from 5 to 97 years, with a mean of 38.3 ±
21.2 years. Regarding age and gender distribution
(Figure 1), the sample was very similar to the general
population of the city.
Of the 4,113 residents in the study population, 85
(2.07%) reported excessive sweating (Figure 2). Of
those 85 residents, 51 (60%) were female. In this
subgroup, ages ranged from 5 to 72 years, with a
mean of 33.9 ± 17.3 years.
The average age at symptom onset was 13.2
± 9.9 years, and the areas most often affected
were the hands (in 45.9%) and feet (in 43.5%).
Seventeen subjects (20%) had already sought the
help of a health professional, and 15 had sought out
a physician and/or two other professionals. The most
common psychosocial effect of excessive sweating
was embarrassment (33.3%), and the predisposing
factor was nervousness (34.1%).
A medical consultation at home or at the outpatient
clinic was offered to all subjects who reported excessive
sweating. Of those 85 subjects, 51 (60%) agreed to
the medical consultation and 43 (40%) refused or
did not attend. After evaluation, the prevalence of PH
was found to be 0.93%, the diagnosis having been
conﬁrmed in 23 subjects (45%), whereas 15 (29.4%)
had been diagnosed with SH and 13 (25.5%) were
found to have no hyperhidrosis (Figure 3). Of the
subjects diagnosed with SH, 13 (87%) were female,
and the prevalence was highest in the 50- to 70-year
age range; the causes of SH were menopause, obesity,
and thyroid disorders. Of the 13 subjects who believed
that they had hyperhidrosis but were diagnosed with
normal sweating after medical evaluation, 10 (77%)
were male.
J Bras Pneumol. 2018;44(4):292-298
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Figure 1. Age and gender distribution of the population over 5 years of age: left side, population of Botucatu (N =
113,055); right side, population sample studied (n = 4,113).
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Figure 2. Number of subjects who reported excessive sweating (n = 85), by age range and gender.

Of the subjects diagnosed with PH, 83% were female
(Figure 4). The most common occupations were
student (in 43%) and house cleaner (in 21%). The
age at symptom onset was < 5 years in 4 subjects,
5-10 years in 7, 10-15 years in 3, 15-20 years in 4,
and > 20 years in 5.
In subjects with PH, the most common sites of
excessive sweating were the hands (in 73.9%), feet
(in 60.9%), armpits (in 30.4%), and scalp/face (in
12.9%). The most common psychosocial effect was
embarrassment (in 33.3%), followed by shame (in
25.0%) and discomfort (16.7%). The most prevalent
294
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predisposing factor was nervousness (39.1%), followed
by anxiety (21.7%). A family history of hyperhidrosis
was reported by 7 subjects (30.0%). Only 6 subjects
(26.1%) had sought the help of a medical professional.
Of the subjects with PH, 48% reported poor or very
poor QoL, the same proportion reported good QoL, and
only 4.35% reported excellent QoL. Of the domains
evaluated (functional-social, personal, emotional, and
special conditions), the most affected was the special
conditions domain, with high scores especially for
situations of tension or worry in enclosed environments,
followed by the functional-social domain, with high
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Figure 4. Number of subjects with primary hyperhidrosis (n = 23), by age range and gender.

scores for writing, performing manual tasks, holding
objects, and shaking hands. The ﬁnal mean score for
QoL was 52.4 ± 18.7, and 7 subjects had a ﬁnal score
> 60; of those 7 subjects, 4 had a score above 70 and
only 2 had a score above 80.
High reliability was observed for the ﬁnal score of
QoL (α = 0.9079), the functional-social domain (α =
0.8624), and the personal domain (α = 0.9033), as
evaluated by Cronbach’s alpha. The emotional domain
(α = 0.5963) and the special conditions domain (α =
0.5883) were considered to be of moderate reliability.

DISCUSSION
Data on the prevalence of hyperhidrosis are quite
scarce in the medical literature. We found only 12
studies(7,14-24) that reported statistical data on the
prevalence of this disorder; however, the methods
used in all those studies raise questions.
The ﬁrst study on the incidence of hyperhidrosis was
performed by Adar et al.(14) The authors reference an
epidemiological pilot study involving Israeli youth,
among whom the incidence of hyperhidrosis reportedly
ranged from 0.6% to 1.0%. Although that study was
J Bras Pneumol. 2018;44(4):292-298
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cited by several authors, there are no data regarding
the methods used to arrive at these values.
In our study, the prevalence of hyperhidrosis after the
application of a questionnaire by trained interviewers
was above 2%, as observed by Strutton et al.(15)
However, after medical evaluation, 25% of the patients
that reported excessive sweating actually showed
normal sweating and 30% had SH. Consequently,
more than half of the subjects that reported excessive
sweating did not actually have PH. Therefore, after
medical evaluation, the estimated prevalence of PH
decreased to less than 1%, as in the study by Adar
et al.(14) This demonstrates the importance of medical
evaluation for the correct estimation of prevalence.
In 2013, Augustin et al.(23) published a study that
included 14,336 employees of 52 German companies.
In that study, all of the subjects were evaluated by
dermatologists and the prevalence rate was 16.3%.
However, the study sample included cases of PH and
SH, given that 68% of the patients reported generalized
hyperhidrosis and only 28% reported hyperhidrosis of
the hands, armpits, feet, or other areas.
In the study conducted by Strutton et al.,(15) the
prevalence projected for the general population of the
United States was 2.8%. In that study, a previously
validated questionnaire(15) was applied to a sample
of 150,000 subjects, to determine the prevalence of
hyperhidrosis. The authors applied the same method
used in our study, although the subjects identiﬁed as
hyperhidrosis patients by the questionnaire were not
evaluated by a physician to conﬁrm the diagnosis.
Therefore, that sample could have included some
subjects with SH or subjects that thought they had
hyperhidrosis but in fact sweated a normal amount.
Unfortunately, in our study, some subjects refused
medical evaluation, and others were not at home at
the scheduled time or did not go to the outpatient
clinic on the scheduled day. Patient refusal to undergo
medical evaluation could be attributable to several
factors, such as fear of being diagnosed with a disease,
fear of being induced to undergo a surgical procedure,
embarrassment or even resignation regarding the
condition, or lack of interest because the sweating
does not impair daily activities. There was a similar
situation in the Strutton et al. study,(15) in which only
64% of the participants completed the questionnaire
required to estimate the prevalence of hyperhidrosis
in the general population of the United States.
In a study conducted in Japan, Fujimoto et al.(22)
applied questionnaires at companies and in schools.
The authors analyzed 5,807 subjects between 5 and
64 years of age and reported a prevalence of 12.76%.
Again, the subjects were not examined by a physician
and the prevalence might therefore be overestimated.
In a study performed in Taiwan by Chu et al.,(19)
the authors reported a prevalence of PH of 0.072%.
Data were collected from a database administered
by the National Health Insurance Program (of
Taiwan), according to code 780.8 of the International
296
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Classiﬁcation of Diseases, 9th revision. In fact, that
prevalence rate referred only to the subjects who
sought medical treatment and not to the general
population. The difference in comparison with the
(higher) prevalence reported in other studies can be
explained by the fact that not all subjects with PH
seek medical treatment. In our study, only 0.41% of
subjects in the sample had discussed the problem of
excessive sweating with a health professional and, of
those, only 0.15% had PH.
The age and gender distribution of the population
included in our study was quite representative of
the city of Botucatu; that was not observed in other
studies.(7,16-25)
Researchers in China published three studies on the
prevalence of hyperhidrosis in the country. Tu et al.(17)
performed a study in a sample of 13,000 high school
and college students between 15 and 22 years of age
in the city of Fuzhou. A questionnaire was applied, and
the students under suspicion of having PH were later
interviewed by a physician. The method used in order
to identify subjects with hyperhidrosis was similar to
that used in our study; however, the Tu et al. study(17)
included only one age range (adolescents), and the
prevalence was found to be 4.59%. Another study
conducted in China(16) used the same method and age
range as the Tu et al. study(17), albeit with a larger
study population (33,000 students), and reported a
prevalence of 4.36%. A third study(24) reported the
results of a nationwide survey performed in the seven
regions of continental China. A self-report hyperhidrosis
questionnaire was sent to 70,000 college students
between 18 and 23 years of age. A total of 67,492
completed questionnaires were evaluated, and the
prevalence found was 2.08%. Those three studies
showed a selection bias, because the samples were
not representative of the general population. The
prevalence of PH is known to be higher in the age
ranges evaluated (children and adolescents), which
might have resulted in its overestimation.
In 2013, Stefaniak et al.(21) evaluated an adult
population in Poland, including only students of medicine
and odontology, who completed a questionnaire and
were later subjected to gravimetry. In their responses
on the questionnaire, 16.7% of the students reported
suffering from hyperhidrosis, although, after an
objective evaluation, only 8% were found to have PH.
Therefore, the authors concluded that questionnaires
may lead to false-positive results, and that an objective
evaluation—which in our study was performed by a
physician—is necessary.
Three studies on the prevalence of hyperhidrosis
were performed in Brazil.(7,18,20) One was performed
in a population sample of the city of Blumenau and
found a prevalence of 9%.(18) The study included
only 500 subjects ≥ 18 years of age who were
randomly approached in the bus terminals of the
city. The individuals who were randomly interviewed
did not represent a sample statistically large enough
to estimate the prevalence of PH in a city of more
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than 100,000 inhabitants, and there was no medical
interview to conﬁrm the diagnosis; therefore, some
subjects with normal sweating or SH may have been
included. Furthermore, children and adolescents were
excluded from that study.

In our study, the prevalence of PH was slightly
higher among women, and the proportion of women
diagnosed with PH increased signiﬁcantly after the
medical evaluation, because most of the men were
shown to sweat a normal amount.(10,27)

Westphal et al.,(20) in a study involving 293 students
at the Amazonas School of Medicine, reported a
prevalence of 5.5%. A questionnaire was prepared to
evaluate the presence of hyperhidrosis, and a researcher
interviewed the subjects who presumably had PH, to
conﬁrm the diagnosis. The authors did not disclose
whether the interviewer was a physician, and students
who had already been subjected to video-assisted
thoracoscopic sympathectomy for the treatment of
PH were excluded from the study.

In our study, more than 50% of the subjects diagnosed
with PH reported excellent or good QoL, in contrast to
the study conducted by de Campos et al.,(26) in which
100% of the subjects reported poor or very poor QoL.
That discrepancy can be explained by the fact that
we conducted an active search for patients with PH,
whereas Campos et al.(26) studied patients who sought
medical treatment.

Lima et al.(7) evaluated 447 medical students in the
Brazilian state of Sergipe. Hyperhidrosis was found
in 14.76% of the students, a high prevalence in
comparison with that reported in other studies. The
students were interviewed by professors, and only
22.72% had their diagnosis conﬁrmed by a physician.
As in our study, the prevalence rate might be lower,
because the medical evaluation showed that many
subjects sweated a normal amount.

We conclude that the estimated prevalence of PH
is near 1%, small in comparison with the number of
subjects who report excessive sweating. The disorder
affects the QoL in nearly 50% of subjects. Additional,
methodologically appropriate prevalence studies
are needed in order to establish the true worldwide
prevalence of hyperhidrosis.
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